Intracellular distribution of lysosomal enzymes in the mouse pigment mutants pale ear and pallid.
The size distribution of lysosomes was determined in kidney proximal tubule cells of two mouse pigment mutants, pale ear and pallid, which have an increase in kidney lysosomal enzyme content caused by a decreased rate of secretion of lysosomal enzymes into urine. Both mutations have larger lysosomes when compared with normal mice. However, neither mutant contains the giant lysosomes (up to 11 micron diameter) common to the well-characterized beige mutant, which has a kidney secretory defect similar to the pale ear and pallid mutants. Subcellular distribution studies, performed by the osmotic shock technique, likewise suggested differences among the pigment mutants. A very high content of soluble enzyme, indicative of lysosomal fragility during homogenization, was found in extracts from the beige mutation. By comparation, the percent of soluble enzyme became progressively lower in extracts of the pallid and pale ear mutants and was lowest in extracts from normal mice. All 3 pigment mutants had normal concentrations of osmotically resistant membrane-bound lysosomal enzymes. This indicates that the excess, non-secreted, lysosomal enzyme in all three pigment mutants likely is present in classical lysosomal organelles rather than in other non-lysosomal subcellular membrane fractions. The results also illustrate that mammalian mutants which exhibit lysosomal secretory rates can have strikingly different effects on morphology of lysosomes.